The Fragile Points Method (FPM) is a stable and elementarily simple, meshless Galerkin weak-form method, employing simple, local, polynomial, Point-based, discontinuous and identical trial and test functions which are derived from the Generalized Finite Difference method. Numerical Flux Corrections are introduced in the FPM to resolve the inconsistency caused by the discontinuous trial functions. Given the simple polynomial characteristic of trial and test functions, integrals in the Galerkin weak form can be calculated in the FPM without much effort. With the global matrix being sparse, symmetric and positive definitive, the FPM is suitable for large-scale simulations. Additionally, because of the inherent discontinuity of trial and test functions, we can easily cut off the interaction between Points and introduce cracks, rupture, fragmentation based on physical criteria. In this paper, we have studied the applications of the FPM to linear elastic mechanics and several numerical examples of 2D linear elasticity are computed. The results suggest the FPM is accurate, robust, consistent and convergent. Volume locking does not occur in the FPM for nearly incompressible materials. Besides, a new, simple and efficient approach to tackle preexisting cracks in the FPM is also illustrated in this paper and applied to mode-I crack  Corresponding author. Email address: ltdong@buaa.edu.cn (L. Dong).
INTRODUCTION
Structural stress analysis is crucial and necessary in diverse engineering fields, such as aeronautics, astronautics, automobile engineering, etc. From the design, manufacture to maintenance of products, structural stress analysis plays a crucial role. Because of its significance, numerous researchers have been focusing on improving the accuracy and efficiency of this procedure for decades.
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is mature, reliable and widely used in structural stress analysis [1] . This method employs contiguous elements, and Element-based, local, polynomial, interelement-continuous trial and test functions. Because the trial and test functions are Element-based, the Galerkin weak form leads to Element Stiffness Matrices. Therefore, integrals in the Galerkin weak form underlying the FEM are easy to compute. The symmetry and sparsity of the global stiffness matrix make the FEM suitable and efficient in large-scale simulations. However, the accuracy of the FEM greatly depends on the quality of mesh. In order to obtain satisfactory solutions, many efforts are usually spent on meshing. Especially, even if simulations are initialized with a high-quality mesh structure, mesh distortion will occur in the case of large deformations and the precision of solutions decreases dramatically. In order to study the formation of cracks, rupture and fragmentation, methods such as remeshing, deleting elements, and Cohesive-Zone models are often used.
Meshless methods, which eliminate mesh structure partly or completely, have been invented and developed since the end of last century. Element Free Galerkin (EFG) [2] and Meshless Local Petrov-Galerkin (MLPG) [3] methods are two classical meshless weak-form methods based on the "Global Galerkin" and "Local Petrov-Galerkin" weak forms, respectively. While the EFG uses the same Node-based trial and test functions, the MLPG method uses different trial and test function spaces. The test function can be Dirac function or Heaviside function. These two meshless methods have mainly utilized Moving Least Squares (MLS) or Radial Basis Function (RBF) approximations to deduce Node-based trial functions. With MLS and RBF approximations, higher-order continuity is easy to achieve. Besides, since individual nodes have replaced mesh structure, EFG and MLPG can conveniently insert or remove additional nodes and bypass the influence of distortion even in large deformation and fracture cases (e.g. [4] , [5] ). However, on the other hand, the trial functions obtained by the MLS or RBF method are rational functions and grossly complex. Therefore, the computation of integrals in the weak forms in either EFG or MLPG is extremely tedious, less accurate and even can influence the method's stability. To reduce the computational cost and improve the accuracy of integration, some special, new types of numerical integration methods, for example, the series of nodal integration methods [6] , are often adopted.
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method [7] , as a kind of meshless particle method, is simpler in form and needs less computational cost. Nevertheless, the SPH approach is based on a strong form, instead of a weak form. Demonstrating this method's stability is not an easy task. Besides, tensile instability will occur in the SPH, if we use Smoothed Kernel functions to calculate derivatives.
Peridynamics [8] , as a relatively new method, is based on a different set of theories rather than the traditional continuum mechanics. Therefore, those classical constitutive models and engineering experience which scientists and engineers have developed for decades are difficult to be applied exactly and directly in Peridynamics, which is still far from being applicable to large-scale practical engineering situations.
From the above discussion, we can conclude that simple, local, polynomial, "Point-Based" shape functions are helpful in the calculation of integrals in the weak form.
Besides, a weak-form method can have a better performance on stability. But with these requirements, it is difficult to keep the trial and test functions continuous over the entire domain. In our previous paper, we have developed the Fragile Points Method [9] for the first time. The FPM approach employs very simple, local, polynomial, Point-based and discontinuous shape functions constructed by the Generalized Finite Difference method. Since the FPM uses "Point-Based" trial and test functions in a Galerkin weak form, the method leads to "Point Stiffness Matrices" as opposed to the Element Stiffness Matrices in the FEM. Numerical Flux Corrections are introduced in the FPM to solve the inconsistency caused by the method's discontinuity of trial and test functions. Integrals in the Galerkin weak form can be computed easily with Gauss Integration method or just analytically. Like the FEM, since the FPM is based on a Galerkin weak form, a symmetric, sparse and positive definitive global matrix can be deduced in the FPM, which means the FPM can be easily used in large-scale simulations. More importantly, because of the discontinuity of functions, we can easily cut off the interaction between two Points and introduce cracks, rupture or fragmentation without much effort.
In this paper, we formulate and apply the FPM for solving linear elasticity problems on complex shaped domains. A new, simple and efficient approach to introduce cracks in the FPM is also illustrated in this paper. The procedure for constructing Point-based trial and test functions is introduced in Section 2. The Interior Penalty Numerical Fluxes and the numerical implementation of the FPM for elasticity are discussed in Section 3.
In Section 4, several numerical examples for 2D linear elasticity problems are studied and specific steps to deal with cracks in the FPM are introduced. Last, a conclusion and some discussions for further studies on modeling the formation of cracks, rupture and fragmentation are given in Section 5.
LOCAL, POLYNOMIAL, POINT-BASED, DISCONTINUOUS TRIAL AND TEST FUNCTIONS
For the linear elasticity, the governing equations are given in Eq. (2.1),
where ( )
Considering the problem domain  , as shown in Figure 1 . In our work, we have used the Generalized Finite Difference (GFD) method [10] to calculate the derivatives at each Point.
The first step for the GFD method is to define the support of the Point 0 P . Usually, we prefer to define the support by drawing a circle at 0 P and assume all the Points included in that circle have interaction with 0 P (shown in Figure 2 (a)). Alternatively, we can replace the circular support with a square one or other shapes. In this paper, the support of 0 P is defined to contain all its nearest neighboring points in the Voronoi Diagram partition (shown in Figure 2 (b)). These neighboring points are named as 12 , , , where D is the stress-strain matrix. In this paper we consider the material to be isotropic for simplicity.
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Following the same procedure, we can derive h u in each subdomain i E  .
Eventually, the displacement vector h u in the entire domain can be obtained. The corresponding test function v is prescribed to possess the same shape as the trial function in each subdomain, in the present FPM based on the Galerkin weak form.
Reviewing the process of constructing trial and test functions, we can see that no continuity requirement exists on the internal boundary between two neighboring subdomains. In other words, these two subdomains have their own function values on their common boundary. Therefore, only simple, local, polynomial, Point-based and piecewise-continuous trial and test functions are obtained in the problem domain Ω.
To illustrate the discontinuity of trial functions and shape functions, a 2D example is shown here. We assume that 25 Points are scattered irregularly in a 1×1 square. The graphical representation of all the shape functions about Point 13 (the subscripts in Eq.
(2.8) equal 13) is given in Figure 3 . The corresponding trial function of x u simulating the exponential function ( ) ( ) 22 10 0.5 10 0.5 xy e − − − − is shown in Figure 4 . Unfortunately, because of this discontinuity of trial and test functions, if we directly use the trial and test functions in the traditional Galerkin weak form which is widely used in the FEM, EFG and other numerical methods, the solution will be inconsistent, inaccurate and cannot pass the patch tests [9] . In order to solve this inconsistency problem, Numerical Flux Corrections have been introduced to the FPM. We multiply the second equation by the test function v then integrate it on the subdomain E by parts,
NUMERICAL FLUX CORRECTIONS AND NUMERICAL
where E  is the boundary of the subdomain E, n is the unit vector outward to E  .
For every subdomain i E , Eq. (3.1) should be satisfied. Therefore, we sum Eq.
(3.1) over all subdomains.
Considering the symmetry of stress tensor ( ij ji  = ), we can transform the first term of Eq. (3.2) into the following form, 
where e h is an edge-dependent parameter and equal to the length of the boundary in this paper;  is a positive number independent of the edge size. It should be noted that with IP Numerical Flux Corrections, the method is only stable when the penalty parameter  is large enough [11] . A discussion about the effect of the penalty parameter is given in Section 4 and more information can be found in [12] .
We can find that in Eq. can be simplified as follows.
For brevity, we can change Eq. Points. Alternatively, one could postulate criteria for rupture between two subdomains, based on the discontinuity of the Eshelby tractions [13] between the two segments.
Hence the present method is named the Fragile Points Method (FPM).
Numerical implementation
This section will concentrate on the numerical implementation of the FPM. The FPM with IP Numerical Flux Corrections can be written finally in the following matrix form,
where K is the global stiffness matrix, q is the vector with nodal DOFs, Q is the load vector.
In Section 2, we have obtained the shape function N for h u and v, B for ε , DB for σ . By substituting them into the first term of Eq. (3.9), we derive the Point Stiffness Matrix E K , which is defined as the contribution of each Point to the global stiffness matrix.
For the boundary integrals, the corresponding boundary stiffness matrix h K is defined as below. The subscripts 1 and 2 denote which subdomain these shape functions belong to.
when 12 e E E      T  T  T  T  1  1  1  1  1  1   T  T  T  T  1  2  1  2  1  2   T  T  T  T  2  1  2  1  2 1   T  T  T  T  2  2  2 According to our results, reduced integration using only 1 Point can result in almost the same solutions as those obtained by 2 Points Gauss integration. In this paper, 1 Point Gauss integration method is used for boundary integrals.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, a variety of problems are solved with the FPM. In order to estimate the errors of numerical results conveniently, we define two relative errors u r and E r with the displacement 2 L norm and the energy norm, respectively. 
Patch test
In this part, we design the following patch test in a unit square domain (shown in Figure   6 ) to examine the consistency of the FPM. Plane stress is considered, with the exact displacements and stresses prescribed as below The distributions of points in 3 different patterns are given in Figure 6 . In these three cases, no matter the points are scattered uniformly or randomly, the relative errors 
Cantilever beam
In this section, we employ the FPM to solve a cantilever beam problem with a parabolic-shear load at one end (shown in Figure 7) . The corresponding analytical solutions of displacements and stresses for the plane stress case are been given in [14] . Figure 9 (a) and (b), respectively. Also, the corresponding convergence rate R is given in Figure 9 . Compared with the linear displacement-based FEM, whose convergence rates are 2 and 1 for displacements and the strain energy, respectively [1] , the FPM shows a better performance in the convergence for the strain energy.
For the traditional FEM, when materials are nearly incompressible, volume locking leads to small solutions of the displacement fields. However, from Figure 9 , it is obvious that the FPM performs well when v = 0.4999, which means that the FPM is a lockingfree method for nearly incompressible materials. Figure 10 is given to show the relation between relative errors and the penalty parameter. In this example, 161×21 points are distributed uniformly in the beam.
Figure 10. The relations between relative errors and 
A larger penalty coefficient can result in smaller jumps of displacements on internal boundaries, but also will increase the condition number of the global matrix, thus affecting the precision of solutions [12] . From Figure 10 , we can find that with the penalty parameter changing from a small value to a large one, the relative errors stay steady at first and then increase gradually. Based on the fact that the penalty parameter needs to be large enough to maintain the stability of the method [11] , it is suggested to set it within the range from 1 10 E −  to 2 10 E  .
Ring with radial tensile traction
In this part, a ring with radial tensile traction is solved by the FPM (shown in Figure   11 (a)). The ring is defined as ( )
and it is subjected to a uniform radial tension. Since the ring is symmetric in geometry, we only model the upper right quarter (shown in Figure 11 Specifically, we prescribe that a = 1, b = 2 and p = 1 for the ring. The exact solutions for stresses and displacements are given in Eqs. To study the convergence of the FPM for displacements and the strain energy, regularly distributed 15×11, 15×16 and 15×21 points are considered (shown in Figure   12 (a)). The relation between h, defined as the longest distance of two neighbouring Points, and relative errors are given in Figure 13 , where R stands for the convergence rate. 
Infinite plate with a circular hole
In this part, we employ the FPM to model an infinite plate with a circular hole. As shown in Figure 15 (a), the circular hole (radius equals a) locates at the plate's center and a uniform tensile stress p is imposed in the x direction at infinity. The exact solutions for stresses and displacements are given in Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) respectively. 
Based on the symmetry of the problem, we simplify the model by considering a quarter of the plate, as shown in Figure 15 Figure 16 ). 
Infinite plate with an elliptic hole
An infinite plate with an elliptic hole at its center and subjected to a uniform tension in y direction is studied in this section (shown in Figure 19(a) ). The tensile stress p is set as 1 in this study. A quarter of this plate is simulated, as shown in Figure 19(b) , with the major axis a = 2 and the minor axis b = 1. Exact solutions of this problem are given in [15] . Figure 23 ). To simulate a pre-existing crack in the FPM, we define that all the boundaries that coincide with the crack are free boundaries. Besides, for those points located on one side of the crack, we prescribe that they will not be included in the supports of points located on the other side of the crack, in other words, they will not interact with each other when computing shape functions. For example, in Figure 24 , we assume that a crack exists at Besides all these advantages we mentioned, the FPM also possesses the ability to model either pre-existing cracks or physically forming cracks, rupture and fragmentation exactly and easily. In the FEM, when we introduce a crack between two adjoining elements, we have to divide them into unconnected elements. Adding new points is usually inevitable for this remeshing work [17] . Since the number of DOFs changes and the connectivity of elements is modified in each calculation step, the dimensions of the global stiffness matrix and the load vector varies constantly. We can see that simulating cracks which either form physically or propagate is such a complex task for the FEM. However, due to the discontinuity of the FPM, it will cost less effort to model a crack between two adjoining subdomains. If a crack emerges at an internal boundary or rupture forms physically, we only need to redefine it as a free boundary and change relevant shape functions. According to Eq. (3.8), we only need to delete three boundary integrals about it on the left side while the right side stays the same. Just a slight modification of the global stiffness matrix can complete this operation without adding new Points.
From the above analysis, we can conclude that the FPM is an accurate, robust and consistent meshless Galerkin weak-form method with less computational cost. It also possesses great potential to solve extreme problems of rupture, and fragmentation. The simulation of crack propagation and the phenomena of rupture and fragmentation by the FPM will be discussed in our forthcoming paper.
